INTRODUCING QSENSE DFIN

Your new analysis software!

Dfind is the new QSense® analysis software. With QSense Dfind you can forget about cumbersome data preparations, time-consuming analysis of endless data sets one by one and moving data between different software. Dfind supports you all the way through your analysis – from data preparation and analysis to final reporting.

A complete analysis tools box in one intuitive software

QSense Dfind assists you all the way from your raw data reviewing, through the modelling, to the information extraction and the final report. The graphical and intuitive interface efficiently helps you quantify, compile and compare your data, from start to end.

• Guided modeling with Material library and Model fit traffic lights
• AutoPlotting of data
• Smart report tool

Exploit the full potential of your data

QSense Dfind helps you unveil and extract all the relevant information content embedded in your data. In addition to the software assisted modelling of mass and viscoelastic parameters, QSense Dfind SmartTools give you a range of qualitative and quantitative analysis methods.

• Exponential and linear curve fits
• Rise time, max slope and speed analysis
• Normalization and multiplication, and much more...

Analyze all your data in one go

Equipped with a powerful analysis engine, QSense Dfind enables fast and efficient analysis of multiple data sets in one go. Save time and review, model and analyze multiple data sets simultaneously. Organize projects and share your favorite templates with colleagues, keep track of important experiments and tools.

• Organize your experiments in projects
• Analyze multiple data set simultaneously
• Reuse templates and add data sets